
Supporting change communication at Hershey

We all want to get change communications right because we 
recognise the impact they have on our people – but with fewer 
and fewer resources coupled with more and more change, 
most of us can feel the streeeeetch. 

So, how can IC professionals support subject matter experts, 
traffic-manage a busy calendar AND make sure employees are 
engaged through change? 
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“  Home brings magical 
creativity, backed by 
phenomenal research.  
We knew these tools were 
already the best out there,  
but Home packaged them 
in a way that made them 
accessible to a vast group  
of business partners  
and stakeholders”

Jennifer Sniderman, Former Director, 
Leadership & Transformation Communications 
 The Hershey Company

Image: Toolkit for change opening screen.



Enter The Hershey Company, stage left.

They asked us to upskill their change communication capability 
through the development of a best-practice toolkit. Flexibility 
was key - it needed to work alongside their established change 
management process and help them quickly and efficiently 
communicate nearly any change headed their way. The primary 
audience was the comms team, but the toolkit was also to be 
used by the business, helping project teams to ‘self-service’ without 
waiting for central communications resource to become available. 

We love a bit of research, so started by pulling together the very 
best tried and tested tools we could find. We then used a range 
of business scenarios to tailor them especially for Hershey.
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management process 
and help them quickly 
and efficiently 
communicate nearly 
any change headed 
their way.

Image: A selection of worksheets that went 
alongside the toolit.
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Change is about people, it’s about changing the way they feel within an organization. Putting yourself in the shoes of your audiences will help you 

see change from their perspective. Use this tool to map how your key audience groups think, feel and act now, and how this may need to change 

during your change project.  Highlighting the gaps will spark ideas on how to trigger the changes you need. 

The persona tool is a useful individual exercise, but can also be used in a workshop setting, e.g. during a project kick o�  or planning meeting.

You’ll need:

Individual exercise:

  Persona worksheets (1 per audience group)

Workshop exercise:

   Persona worksheets - enough for small groups to work 

through 2-3 each

   Flip charts and pens

Mapping your audiences and stakeholders: 

Individual exercise:

  List all of your audience groups involved or impacted by the 

change project. Think about teams, functions as well as people 

who may share similar attitudes e.g. Millennials, High Performers, 

long tenure

  If you’ve done a stakeholder mapping exercise, you can use the 

same list of audiences and stakeholders 

  For each listed audience group, complete the persona worksheet. 

  Use the information you gather in the persona exercises to inform 

your communication strategy

Workshop exercise: 

  Split in to small groups. Using fl ip charts, list the audience groups 

involved or impacted by the change project. Think about teams, 

functions as well as people who may share similar attitudes e.g. 

Millennials, high performers, long tenure etc.

  If you’ve done a stakeholder mapping exercise, you can use the 

same list of audiences and stakeholders 

  Split in to small groups to and divide the audiences to complete 

personas.  If you have a cross-functional team in the room, use 

the most relevant groups with the most insight to complete each 

audience persona. 

  Use the information you gather in the persona exercises to inform 

your communication strategy

Who am i?

Now?

future?

what will spark a change in my behavior?
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Change is about people, it’s about changing the way they feel within an organization. Putting yourself in the shoes of your audiences will help you 

see change from their perspective. Use this tool to map how your key audience groups think, feel and act now, and how this may need to change 

during your change project.  Highlighting the gaps will spark ideas on how to trigger the changes you need.

MEET THE ENABLERS
Enablers are individuals or groups in the business who can help drive and advocate change.  There’s no 

one-size-fi ts-all description of an enabler, but here are some typical enabler personas that you might 

fi nd within the organization. Think about who your enablers are, and how they can help you drive change. 

The role modelIt doesn’t take a leader to lead by example. Look for the people who adopt change early and demonstrate the future state behaviors every day. Role models can help demonstrate what change looks in reality.

The asker Change can bring up a mix of emotions. There’s lots of uncertainty and people often worry about asking questions about the unknown. But the asker keeps asking questions. They ask what people think and feel, which makes them a great set of eyes and ears on the ground.

The anticipator  Change doesn’t happen overnight.   Some people have to experience change before they believe or buy into it. But the anticipator can see the opportunity ahead and bring people on the journey with them.

The visionary An enabler doesn’t have to be a leader, or have authority. People who are great at 
communicating a vision can enable change by helping others to gather 

behind a common goal.

The influencer  With trusted relationships and big networks, the infl uencer can drive change within their large sphere of infl uence.

WHAT ARE YOU SKEPTICAL ABOUT?

WHAT  ARE YOU EXCITED ABOUT?

WHAT ARE YOUR PEOPLE GOING TO ASk YOU?

THREE SIMPLE QUESTIONS
1

2

3

Based on CEB analysis tool.

BENEFITS: •  Allows two-way dialogue
•  Can reveal potentially valid 
concerns / potential obstacles

•  Provides immediate and 
helpful feedback to change 

project team.

BENEFITS: • Forces positive personalization
•  Enables buy-in and clear 
vision of benefits•  Provides positive feedback 

to change project team.

BENEFITS: •  Builds empathy with employees 
impacted by change•  Builds comfort with ambiguity 

and confidence with change 
•  Creates optimum conditions 
for dialogue.



The toolkit focused  on four areas

Vision and guiding principles
Advice to help communicators define objectives and develop   
a rationale for change, with a ‘how to’ guide designed to help 
 get the vision across to their audiences. 

Planning and tactics
There’s nothing better than a plan! We created simple tactical 
communication guides, backed up with our top tips for getting 
 the message across.  

Messaging
A step-by-step approach for developing key messages, including 
workshop materials, facilitators’ guides and activation plans. 

Measurement
Ideas about how to approach reporting, with a sample 
dashboard  to use across different channels and campaigns.
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“   We’ve had the tools for a year 
now and it seems like there’s 
no end to their usefulness.”

Jennifer Sniderman, Former Director, 
Leadership & Transformation Communications 
 The Hershey Company

Image: A selection of screens from the interactive 
toolkit for change.


